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Study on Evaluation Method of Pinus Massoniana External Irradiation Based on Monte-Carlo
Chuan Wang, Lei Yu, Jianguo Zhang

Analysis of the Relationship Between ERP and Chinese Linguistic
Qiang Gao, Yu Song

A Dynamic Strategy Based on Road-partitioning Model in Robocup Rescue Simulation
Weiya Wang, Xiang Gao, Zhiwei Liang
Method Research on Measurement with Short Leads of Grounding Resistance of Grounding Grids
Congying Xu

WA1-6 Information Processing with Applications III

The Trunk of The Image Recognition Based on BP Neural Network
Lei Shao, Yi Mu, Jun Liu, Guoling Dong, Hongli Liu, Peng Guo

Switchable Dual-Wavelength and Multi-Wavelength Erbium-doped Fiber Laser Based on Intensity Dependent Inhomogeneous Loss Mechanism
Xueli Yu, Yan Zhang, Wenjia Yang, Xia Hao, Weihua Zhang, Zhengrong Tong

Design and Realization of Intelligent Infrared Data Communication System
Yusen Li, Cong Ma

Comparisons of fat quantification methods based on MRI segmentation
Zhipeng Guo, Yi Xin, Shuai Liu, Xiaodan Lv, Shuai Li

Fault Diagnosis and Data Recovery of Sensor Based on Relevance Vector Machine
Bing Wang, Ming Diao, Hongquan Zhang

The Study of Square Root Cubature Kalman Smoother and Its Application on INS/GPS Integrated Navigation
Zongyuan Wang, Huanzhang Ling, Shuanghong Zhou, Feng Sun

WP1-6 Vision and Image Processing

Multi-targets Recognition for Surface Moving Platform Vision System Based on Combined Features
Zhongli Ma, Jie Wen, Liangliang Hao, Xiang Wang

A Sonar Image Mosaicing Algorithm based on Improved SIFT for USV
Hengyu Li, Yi Dong, Xudong He, Shaorong Xie, Jun Luo

Study on Multiple Image Processing Hardware System Based on DSP
Junchao Zhu, Yongchen Li, Zhijun Ma, Yingkui Jiao, Baofeng Zhang

Blind Signal Separation for Speech Signals With Noise
Shuping Lv, Cheng Zhang

Research on a Type of Density Measuring Method for Solids
Jun Wang, Guangshuai Zhang, Jingyuan Zhang, Hao Yang

3D Surface Reconstruction Based on Binocular Vision
Xuesheng Li, Kaiyu Qin, Ping Yao, Jun Yu, Wenjie Wu, Lu Chen

WP2-6 Optimization

Voltage Stability Research of Receiving-end Network Based on Real-time Classification Load Model
Meng Ye, Yuquan Liu, Wen Xiong, Xin Li, Ying Cai, Yuquan Liu

Improved and Performance Analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF
Junyan Chen, Yan He, Yang Zheng

Design and Scheduling of Networked Control Systems Based on CAN Bus
Junbo Wang, Ping Shao, Jinping Lian

Aerodynamic Performance of Multifunctional Wind Energy Unit for Long Distance Polar Rover
Jicheng Liu, Lingyun Hua, Pange Jiang, Pengwei Chen

Fast Probabilistic Matrix Factorization for Recommender System
Wei Feng Yang, Min Wang, Zhou Chen

Thermal Modelling and Control of Hydrogen-Oxygen Combustor
Jun Lu, Yuke Gao, Chengshi Yang, Bo Peng, Ronghua Wan, Xinbo Han, Weifeng Ma

WA1-7 Underwater Robots
The Application of PID Control in Motion Control of the Spherical Amphibious Robot  
Zhe Wang, Shuxiang Guo, Liwei Shi, Shaowu Pan, Yanlin He  
1901

Preliminary Concept and Kinematics Simulation of a Novel Spherical Underwater Robot  
Yaxin Li, Shuxiang Guo, Chunfeng Yue  
1907

Analysis of Shock Error in Fiber Optic Gyroscope induced by Underwater Explosion  
Yonggang Zhang, Na Sun, Zhongxing Gao, Jianlong Jiang  
1913

Absolute Stability Control of Supercavitating Vehicles Based on Backstepping  
Baocen Qiang, Yuntao Han, Yao Sun, Tao Bai  
1918

AUV Control Systems of Nonlinear Extended State Observer Design  
Juan Li, Ming Kong, Xinghua Chen, Longfei Li  
1924

Research on the Visual Dynamic Simulation Technology of Fishing Net  
Xiufen Ye, Xinhua Chen, Shangze Chen, Tian Wang  
1929

WP1-7 Mobile Robot Design and Analysis  
The Detecting Robot Based on SOPC  
Hua Sun, Yan Zhang, Zongkai Wu, Jingjing Xue  
1935

Transfer Matrix Method for Multi-body Systems Dynamics Modeling of Rescue Robot  
Yue Guo, Wei Chen, Xinhua Zhao, Xizheng Zhang  
1940

Characteristic Analysis on Land for an Amphibious Spherical Robot  
Fu Wan, Shuxiang Guo, Xu Ma, Yuehui Ji, Yunliang Wang  
1945

A Kinematic Modeling of an Amphibious Spherical Robot System  
Shuxiang Guo, Yuehui Ji, Lin Bi, Xu Ma, Yunliang Wang  
1951

A Roller Skating Mode-based Amphibious Spherical Robot  
Maoxun Li, Shuxiang Guo, Chunfeng Yue  
1957

Automatic Testing Equivalent System Design of Manned Spacecraft  
Fusheng Zhang, Zhiyong Xie  
1962

WP2-7 Control Application  
Output Controllability of Buck Converter in DCM as Periodically Switched Linear Systems  
Xiaojing Li, Aiguo Wu  
1967

Forecasting Model based on Multidimensional Moving Pattern for a Class of Complex Production Process  
Changping Sun, Zhengguang Xu, Qiang Gao, Hang Yu  
1973

A Comparative Study on Switching Tables of Direct Power Control for Voltage Source Rectifier  
Bing Gong, Kejun Wang, Fanrong Meng, Jiang You, Yaohua Luo  
1978

A Novel Phase-Locked Loop for Power Converters of Ocean Current Power Generation System  
Bing Gong, Kejun Wang, Jiang You, Fanrong Meng, Yaohua Luo  
1984

Research on Transmission and Distribution Network Reactive Power/Voltage Coordinated Control Technology of Large Receiving-end Urban Power Grid  
Yuquan Liu, Meng Ye, Ke Wang, Ming Gao, Yuquan Liu  
1990

A Control System of the Wireless Microrobots in Pipe  
Qiang Fu, Shuxiang Guo, Yasuhiro Yamauchi  
1995

MP2-2 Mechatronics & Automation  
Automatic Detection of the Interiorly Welded Joints of Pipelines from Video for Remote Visual Inspector  
Qiaosheng Feng, Yunqiong Wang, Yaping Zhang, Shaojie Shi  
2001
The Short Message Control Of The Smart Car Motion Based On The MCU
Dan Guo, Zhi Yuan

Grid Sequence Algorithm Generating Contour Based on Delaunay Triangulation
Lei Shao, Guoling Dong, Jun Liu, Yi Mu, Peng Guo

Design of the Parameters Acquisition and Analysis System on Marine Diesel Engine
Defu Zhang, Huichao Xiao, Shimin Han, Xiangyi Wei

Estimation of Power Battery SOC Based on Improved BP Neural Network
Chao Dong, Guanlan Wang

Design of Reinforced Concrete Detection System Based on STM32
Yanling Liu, Xiu Tian

The Application of Intelligent Control Technology in Power Systems
Qianjin Liu, Huiming Xu, Chao Shi, Shengxuan Wei

A simulation toolbox based on an integrated automatic mechanism for ATP and Matlab
Rui Niu, Jun Liang, Zhihao Yun, Hongtao Wang, Zhongkang Wei

Approach of the TWB Partition Based on Level Set Method
Yushan Liu, Anping Xu

The Establishment and Data Mining of Meteorological Data Warehouse
Lei Shao, Jun Liu, Guoling Dong, Yi Mu, Peng Guo

A Digital Management System of Part Processing Parameter based on UG
Wei Shao, Chong Liu, Jing Yue, Ying Wu, Junjie Guo

New Type 1T3R Mechanisms and Their Kinematics Analysis
Fenglong Li, Zhe Wang, Xuesong Li

An Exact Dynamic Model for the Thomas-K Biped Robot: New Simulator Design
Emre Sarıyıldız, Hakan Temeltas

A Dynamic Optimal Control Strategy for BESS Considering Wind Power Forecasting
Hong Yuan, Jianxiang Li, Bingliang Zhang, Haibo Liu, Xu Zhang, Bohao Sun, Shenquan Yang

Study on the Extraction Method of tool wear Symptom Based on Wavelet Packet Analysis
Chongyang Zhao, Jun Luo, Shaorong Xie, Hengyu Li

Collision Detection Algorithm for Dual-Robot System
Minxiu Kong, Guangdong Yu

Mobility Analysis and Kinematics Simulation of the Spatial Parallel Automatic Gear Shifter
Fei Zhang, Yi Ding, Bichun Li, Lu Liu, Ji Ding

Memoryless non-fragile state feedback control of uncertain multiple time-varying delays system with nonlinearity
Boren Li

Research On a Kind of Leg-Wheel Stair-Climbing Wheelchair
Hongbo Wang, Li He, Qi Li, When Zhang, Dong Zhang, Peng Xu

The Capacity Optimization of Hybrid Energy Storage System for Wind Power Smoothing
Jianxiang Li, Hong Yuan, Bingliang Zhang, Haibo Liu, Xiaoqian Miao, Bohao Sun, Shenquan Yang

Which is more suitable for rare flowers, first-price sealed-bid auction or second-price sealed-bid auction?
Yongming Wang, Chen Xiang